A New Course this Fall 2013.

The unfree lives that made acreage bloom and an empire boom.

Every empire has its secrets.

THE SECRET LIFE OF SLAVES: African Americans and the Writing of History

A seminar that serves as a laboratory for the raw materials of history. Looks at court records, fugitive slave ads, slave narratives, folk traditions... How African rice cultivation made South Carolina rich and how coded messages were hidden in songs. Investigates how the history of slavery has changed over time and puts it to the student to assemble the fragments to create new readings. Uses digital methods and resources but pushes seminar participants to use them unconventionally. Syllabus posted.

H I S T 1 5 7 b
Brandeis University
T 2:00 - 4:50 pm

With a new Assistant Professor Abigail Cooper
abcooper@brandeis.edu
http://brandeis.academia.edu/AbbyCooper